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Company Background 

Godfrey Phillips India Ltd (GPI) is one of the flagship company of KK Modi group. Company is engaged in 
manufacturing of cigarettes and tobacco products. It has expanded its product portfolio beyond 
cigarettes and tobacco and entered into chewing products, mouth freshener, confectionery segment and 
retail. It also has international presence through its subsidiaries in UAE, USA and Singapore. 

Company has an exclusive sourcing and supply agreement with Philip Morris International to 
manufacture and distribute the renowned Marlboro brand in India. Some of its iconic cigarette brands 
are Four Square, Red & White, Cavanders, Stellar, North Pole and Tipper. 

Pan Vilas pan masala, Pan Vilas Silver Dewz – a silver-coated Elaichi (cardamom seed) and Funda Goli 
candies are all manufactured by the company at attractive price points. GPI’s also has India’s first and 
only twenty-four hours convenience premium retail outlets ‘24Seven’. 

Chairman and Managing Director’s Message – Summary 

The Chairman and Managing Director’s message talks about the following points which are narrated be-
low: 

 Despite challenging macroeconomic environment and operating in a highly regulated industry, com-
pany delivered strong domestic cigarette volume growth for the third consecutive year in FY20 ow-
ing to its commitment to innovation and customer centricity while the overall industry volumes re-
mained largely flat. 

 Company’s domestic cigarette market share increased to 12.9% in FY20 from 11.8% in FY19 along 
with a better product mix and improved realization. 

 Company’s international business registered a robust growth of 21.1% primarily driven by exports 
of unmanufactured tobacco and cut tobacco. 

 GPI’s 24Seven retail convenience store chain have registered robust gross sales growth of 33.2% 
YoY to Rs. 410 cr in FY20 and contributed 10.8% to the net sales. 

 Pandemic lockdown has lead to an increase in demand for FMCG and household products. Con-
sumer patterns have seen drastic shifts as more importance is given to essential products and dis-
cretionery spending is minimised. 

Management Discussion & Analysis – Summary 

 In FY20 company reported record top line & bottom line performance with pricing power of flagship 
brands driving profitability in existing markets and new geographical expansions adding to the com-
pany’s volume growth.  

 In FY19 the chewing business was close to breakeven and in FY20, business made some significant 
restructuring, made investments in Pan Vilas brand in premium segment and gradually pulled out 
itself from non-performing mid premium segment. 

 Company has done reasonably well in the cut tobacco business across CIS, acquiring multiple new 
clients. GPI has also started to make a foothold in the markets of North Africa and GCC. 
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 Board has appointed Dr. Bina Modi, a sitting Director on the board as a President and Managing 
Director after a demise of Mr. KK Modi who helped the company to grow for over four decades. 

 New methods have been developed in analytical testing to measure various tobacco & smoke spe-
cific parameters. In FY20 company had added 8 new tests under the scope of accreditation with 
which it has now 29 tests under scope of ISO17025 laboratory accreditation. 

Company’s Products and New Launches 

 Company’s main brands Four Square, Red & White, Cavanders & Stellar continued to perform 
strongly, especially in its core markets owing to concentrated efforts in sharpening consumer in-
sights, improving capabilities for faster product development and innovations, staying relevant to 
the evolving consumer needs and implementing cost optimization measures. 

 Its flagship cigarette brands Jaisalmer, Originals, Ultima and Business Kings continued to gain at-
traction in various markets. 

 Inorder to augment the capacity and offer new formats, company tied up with factories in UAE 
and successfully launched new formats such as Super Slims.  

 Capsule filter cigarettes in various flavours like Blueberry, Mint, Spearmint and Menthol have 
gained major attraction across markets of Southeast Asia and Latin-America. Company is making 
healthy margins on these innovative offerings. 

 Company showcased continued growth of 15% in past 2 years in gross sales revenue in the con-
fectionary segment backed by launch of highly innovative Imli Candy. 

 24Seven is India’s first and only twenty-four hours convenience store chain with 103 stores count 
as on March 2020 spread across Delhi NCR and Chandigarh. With an average footfall of 2,000 peo-
ple every day per store, the brand continuously evolves and upgrades to meet the urban consum-
ers’ needs. FY20 was marked as a consolidation phase before it embarks upon its next phase of 
expansion. 

 Research work is done to understand the consumer preferences and the sensory profile leading to 
the development of new products in the range of premium and mid-premium pan masala, confec-
tioneries as well as mouth-fresheners. 

Industry structure and developments 

 India is the second largest producer of tobacco in the world and reaps enormous benefits in terms 
of employment in the agricultural sector, income to farmers, revenue generation and foreign ex-
change earnings. India is also the largest exporter of tobacco and tobacco related products. Vari-
ous varieties of tobacco are grown across 13 states in the country. 

 Only 9% of tobacco consumed in India constitutes legal cigarettes, while 91% are from traditional 
products and illegal cigarettes. This 9% contributes to 80% of the taxes collected by the Govern-
ment of India from the tobacco sector. High levels of taxation relative to other tobacco products 
and stringent regulations have also led to the rise in the illicit cigarette trade and consequent loss of 
revenue to the government. Around 68% of tobacco consumption comes from the unorganized sec-
tor which bypasses the purview of the regulatory authorities and do not pay taxes. 

 India is currently the 4th largest illegal cigarette market in the world with illegal cigarettes reaching 
26.5 bn sticks in 2018 which is double the level it was in 2005. 
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 Susceptibility to regulatory changes 

 Exposure to intense competition 

Financials FY20 (Consolidated) 

 Company’s gross sales value registered a growth of 15% YoY to Rs. 7,144 cr from Rs. 6,194 cr in 
FY19. PAT increased to Rs. 388 cr from Rs. 241 cr in FY19. 

 Business activities such as cigarettes, unmanufactured tobacco and retail store products & ser-
vices contribute around 70%, 13% and 11% of the total turnover of the company. 

 By way of exports and other receipts company earned Rs. 597 cr (Rs. 493 cr in FY19).  

 At the end of FY20 company’s cash and cash equivalents stood at Rs. 1,200 cr+ (approx) 

 Board has not recommended any final dividend but declared an interim dividend of Rs. 24 per share 
(FV of Rs. 2 per share) aggregating to Rs. 125 cr. 

Growth Outlook 

 Company’s focus on expanding the core business of tobacco, through geogrphical expansion into 
the high potential markets of southern India is on track and will continue to invest in and develop 
local sales and distribution infrastructure. 

 In chewing business company’s strategy is to focus on the premium pan masala category and phase 
out mid-premium pan masala products in order to improve the profitability of the business. 

 Company has been continuosly working on new product development to launch various new 
products along with improvement in existing products and upgration of new technologies. 

 It is working on in-house flavour creation which will enable to reduce dependency on external 
suppliers and also reduce inventory levels. It is also working on developing the range of 
alternative and new generation products and automation solutions with reduced risk products. 

 The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has adversely impacted the business operating environment and 
has led to slowdown in the economic activity. Company is pro-actively taking all possible steps to 
accelerate the recovery process and to get back to pre-Covid business levels as soon as possible. 

Key Risks 
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Disclaimer 

Analyst Certification:  

We / I, Shreyansh  N.  Mehta,  MBA, Research Analyst(s) of SMIFS Limited (in short “SMIFS / the Company”), authors and the names 

subscribed to this Research Report, hereby certify that all of the views expressed in this Research Report accurately reflect  our views 

about the subject issuer(s) or securities and distributed as per SEBI (Research Analysts) Regulations 2014. We also certify t hat no part 

of our compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendation(s) or view(s) in this R esearch 

Report. It is also confirmed that We/I, the above mentioned Research Analyst(s) of this Research Report have not received any  

compensation from the subject companies mentioned in the Research Report in the preceding twelve months and do not serve as a n 

officer, director or employee of the subject companies mentioned in the Research Report.  

Terms & Conditions and Other Disclosures: 

SMIFS Limited is engaged in the business of Stock Broking, Depository Services, Portfolio Management and Distribution of Financial 

Products. SMIFS Limited is registered as Research Analyst Entity with Securities & Exchange Board of India (SEBI) with Registration 

Number – INH300001474.  

SMIFS and our associates might have investment banking and other business relationship with a significant percentage of companies 

covered by our Research Analysts. SMIFS generally prohibits its analysts, persons reporting to analysts and their relatives f rom 

maintaining a financial interest in the securities or derivatives of any companies that the analysts cover.  

The information and opinions in this Research Report have been prepared by SMIFS and are subject to change without any notice. The 

Research Report and information contained herein is strictly confidential and meant solely for the selected recipient and may not be 

altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed, in part or in whole, to any other person or to the media or reprod uced in any 

form, without prior written consent of SMIFS Limited. While we would endeavor to update the information herein on a reasonabl e 

basis, SMIFS is under no obligation to update or keep the information current. Also, there may be regulatory, compliance or o ther 

reasons that may prevent SMIFS from doing so. Non-rated securities indicate that rating on a particular security has been suspended 

temporarily and such suspension is in compliance with applicable regulations and/or policies of SMIFS, in circumstances where SMIFS 

might be acting in an advisory capacity to this company, or in certain other circumstances.  

This Research Report is based on information obtained from public sources and sources believed to be reliable, but no independent 

verification has been made nor is its accuracy or completeness guaranteed. This Research Report and information herein is solely for 

informational purpose and shall not be used or considered as an offer document or solicitation of offer to buy or sell or subscribe for 

securities or other financial instruments. Securities as defined in clause (h) of section 2 of the Securities Contract Act, 1956, includes 

Financial Instruments, Currency and Commodity Derivatives. Though disseminated to all the customers simultaneously, not all 

customers may receive this Research Report at the same time. SMIFS will not treat recipients as customers by virtue of their receiving 

this Research Report. Nothing in this Research Report constitutes investment, legal, accounting and tax advice or a represent ation that 

any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate to your specific circumstances. The securities discussed and opinions expressed in 

this Research Report may not be suitable for all investors, who must make their own investment decisions, based on their own 

investment objectives, financial positions and needs of specific recipient. This may not be taken in substitution for the exe rcise of 

independent judgment by any recipient. The recipient should independently evaluate the investment risks. The value and return on 

investment may vary because of changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates or any other reason. SMIFS accepts no liabil ities 

whatsoever for any loss or damage of any kind arising out of the use of this Research Report. Past performance is not necessarily a 

guide to future performance. Investors are advised to see Risk Disclosure Document to understand the risks associated before 

investing in the securities markets. Actual results may differ materially from those set forth in projections. Forward-looking statements 

are not predictions and may be subject to change without notice. The information given in this report is as of date of this report and 

there can be no assurance that future results or events will be consistent with this information. The information provided in this report 

remains, unless otherwise stated, the copyright of SMIFS. All layout, design, original artwork, concepts and intellectual Properties 

remains the property and copyright of SMIFS and may not be used in any form or for any purpose whatsoever by any party withou t 

the express written permission of the SMIFS. 
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SMIFS shall not be liable for any delay or any other interruption which may occur in presenting the data due to any reason in cluding 

network (Internet) reasons or snags in the system, breakdown of the system or any other equipment, server breakdown, 

maintenance shutdown, breakdown of communication services or inability of SMIFS to present the data. In no event shall SMIFS be 

liable for any damages, including without limitation direct or indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages, losses or 

expenses arising in connection with the data presented by the SMIFS through this report. 

Participants in foreign exchange transactions may incur risks arising from several factors, including the following: (a) Exch ange Rates 

can be volatile and are subject to large fluctuations; (b) the value of currencies may be affected by numerous market factors , 

including world and notional economic, political and regulatory events, events in Equity & Debt Markets and changes in interest 

rates; and (c) Currencies may be subject to devaluation or government imposed Exchange Controls which could affect the value of 

the Currency. Investors in securities such as Currency Derivatives, whose values are affected by the currency of an underlyin g 

security, effectively assume currency risk. 

Since associates of SMIFS are engaged in various financial service businesses, they might have financial interests or benefic ial 

ownership in various companies including the subject company/companies mentioned in this Research Report.  

SMIFS and its Associates, Officers, Directors, Employees, Research Analysts including their relatives worldwide may: (i) from  time to 

may have long or short positions in, and buy or sell the Securities, mentioned herein or (ii) be engaged in any other transaction 

involving such Securities and earn brokerage or other compensation or act as a market maker in the Financial Instruments of the 

Subject Company/ companies mentioned herein or act as  an Advisor or Lender/Borrower to such Companies or have other 

potential/material Conflict of Interest with respect to any recommendation and related information and opinions at the time of the 

publication of the Research Report. Or at the time of Public Appearance. SMIFS does not have proprietary trades but mat at a future 

date, may opt for the same with prior intimation to Clients/ Investors and extant Authorities where it may have proprietary l ong/

short position in the above Scrip(s) and therefore should be considered as interested. The views provided herein are general in 

nature and do not consider Risk Appetite or Investment Objective of any particular Investor; Clients/ Readers/ Subscribers of  this 

Research Report are requested to take independent professional advice before investing. The information provided herein shoul d 

not be construed as invitation or solicitation to do business with SMIFS.  

SMIFS or its subsidiaries collectively or Research Analysts or their relatives do not own 1% or more of the equity securities  of the 

Company mentioned in the Research Report as of the last day of the month preceding the publication of the Research Report.  

SMIFS encourages independence in Research Report preparation and strives to minimize conflict in preparation of Research Repo rt. 

Accordingly, neither SMIFS and their Associates nor the Research Analysts and their relatives have any material conflict of i nterest at 

the time of publication of this Research Report or at the time of the Public Appearance, if any.  

SMIFS or its associates might have managed or co-managed public offering of securities for the subject company or might have been 

mandated by the subject company for any other assignment in the past twelve months.  

SMIFS or its associates might have received any compensation from the companies mentioned in the Research Report during the 

period preceding twelve months from the date of this Research Report for services in respect of managing or co-managing public 

offerings, corporate finance, investment banking, brokerage services or other advisory service in a merger or specific transaction 

from the subject company. 

SMIFS or its associates might have received any compensation for products or services other than investment banking or brokerage 

services from the subject companies mentioned in the Research Report in the past twelve months.  

SMIFS or its associates or its Research Analysts did not receive any compensation or other benefits whatsoever from the subje ct 

companies mentioned in the Research Report or third party in connection with preparation of the Research Report.  

Compensation of Research Analysts is not based on any specific Investment Banking or Brokerage Service Transactions.  
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The Research Analysts might have served as an officer, director or employee of the subject company.  

Neither the Research Analysts nor SMIFS have been engaged in market making activity for the companies mentioned in the 

Research Report. 

SMIFS may have issued other Research Reports that are inconsistent with and reach different conclusion from the information 

presented in this Research Report.  

A graph of daily closing prices of the securities/commodities is also available at www.nseindia.com and/or www.bseindia.com, 

www.mcxindia.com and/or www.icex.com.  

SMIFS submit’ s that no material disciplinary action has been taken on the Company by any Regulatory Authority impacting Equi ty 

Research Analysis activities in last 3 years.  

This Research Report is not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or 

located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, where such distribution, publication, availability or use woul d be contrary 

to law, regulation or which would subject SMIFS and affiliates to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. 

The securities described herein may or may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain category of investors.  Persons in 

whose possession this document may come are required to inform themselves of and to observe such restriction.  
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